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Abstract. The article analyzes the essence of the mediation procedure and its applicability to labor disputes, reveals the advantages of this method of resolving conflicts in the labor sphere, and also identifies some problems of its implementation. The question of the difference between decision of court, the resolution of a dispute in the labor dispute committee and the mediation procedure is raised. Based on the results of the study, the author concludes that the inclusion of mediation in the labor dispute settlement system meets the goals of increasing the stability of labor relations and encourages employees and employers to find a balance of interests.
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Разрешение трудовых споров с помощью медиации в Узбекистане

Аннотация. В статье анализируются суть процедуры медиации и применимость ее к трудовым спорам, раскрываются преимущества данного способа урегулирования конфликтов в трудовой сфере, а также определяются некоторые проблемы ее внедрения. Поднимается вопрос о разнице между решением спора в комиссии по трудовым спорам, судах и процедурой медиации. По итогам проведенного исследования автор делает вывод, что включение медиации в систему урегулирования трудовых споров отвечает цели повышения стабильности трудовых отношений и стимулирует работников и работодателей к поиску баланса интересов.
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Summary


1. Introductory remarks.

Mediation is a pre-trial procedure for settlement of disputes in economic cases, the conclusion of a settlement agreement when considering the case by an economic or civil court, reconciliation of spouses during divorce and the parties in criminal proceedings. The Law of the Republic of Uzbekistan “On Mediation” was adopted by the Legislative Chamber on June 12, 2018 and approved by the Senate on June 28, 2018. The law came into force on January 1, 2019. This document regulates relations in the field of mediation. The law was developed as part of a program of comprehensive measures to further reform the judicial and legal system, strengthening the guarantees of reliable protection of the rights and freedoms of citizens, approved by presidential decree on October 21, 2016.

Main goal of this law is to create legal conditions for the development of alternative dispute resolution methods with the participation of independent mediators, as well as diminishing the workload of courts. Mediation is applied to disputes in civil law relations, in the sphere of individual labor disputes and disputes in family law relations. According to this law mediation should be conducted on the basis of the principles of legality, voluntariness, confidentiality, cooperation and equality of the parties, independence and impartiality of the mediator. The main peculiarity of this law is consider regulating labour disputes can be solve by mediation.

In this regard, M.Mamasiddikov said that indeed, mediation is a process which is confidentiality based on a voluntary, non-binding, a dispute arising from contractual and legal relationships is resolved by neutral third party through mutual compromise. A neutral third-party mediator is not a judge or arbitrator, not accept any independent decision by arising dispute[1]. “Mediation” is a new concept for our practice, and it is a process of reconciliation between the two parties[2]. Mediation is a way of resolving a dispute through a mediator’s support based on voluntary consent of the parties[3].

Mediation as part of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) instruments is, in general, a completely unregulated field, as far as legal provisions are concerned. Its definitions in legal literature focus on “fast”, “flexible” and “efficient” procedures, and reference normally is made to quick solutions in a networking and electronically working world. It also is said to work in favour of “cooperation instead of confrontation” and of a “consense-oriented policy understanding” [4].

If there was a universal understanding of what mediation is, we can partly fulfill the aims and objectives of the paper. Generally, researchers consider mediation a form of third party “assisted negotiation process” [5].

As it has been said, mediation is the process whereby an independent third party acts as a facilitator to bring about an agreement between the disputing parties as to the terms of a settlement of the dispute. The parties negotiate the terms of a settlement agreement between themselves, with the assistance and guidance of the mediator.

2. Mediation in solving labor disputes.

According to the Labour code of Uzbekistan there are two types of labor disputes one of them is individual labor disputes and another is collective labor disputes. It should be note that individual labor disputes are disagreements between the employer and the em-
employee regarding the application of legislation and other labor regulations as well as working conditions stipulated by the employment contract.

In accordance with Article 260 of the Labor Code individual labor disputes are considered by labor dispute commissions and district (city) courts [6]. Employee has the right, at his or her choice, to apply to the labor dispute commissions or directly to the court. The procedure for the consideration of individual labor disputes is regulated by the Labor Code, and the procedure for handling cases of labor disputes in district (city) courts is determined, in addition, by the Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Uzbekistan.

It should be noted that, Ministry of employment and labour relations of the Republic of Uzbekistan brought to discussion draft of Labour code of the Republic of Uzbekistan (new edition) on Portal of discussion of projects of normative and legal acts of the Republic of Uzbekistan (https://regulation.gov.uz). In this draft is shown mediation procedure as a conciliation procedure. If the parties to the employment contract failed to reach an agreement on the amount of compensation for material and (or) moral harm to the employee, the employer is obliged to pay the amount not disputed by him, and the individual labor dispute is resolved using the mediation procedure or in court.

Mediation is defined as process where the parties to a dispute in labour relations: the employer and the labour union – invite a neutral third party, the mediator, to help them resolve their differences. This mediator has no power of decision concerning the conflict between the parties, but helps to find and reach a mutually acceptable and voluntarily reached solution. The mediator supports both parties by special negotiation skills and techniques and does not solve the conflict. Therefore, the mediator does not place any of the parties in an advantageous position, nor detract rights and legitimate interests of one of the parties.

In accordance with the Law of the Republic of Uzbekistan “On mediation” mediation is applied on the basis of the will between the employee and the employer. Mediation can be applied out of court, in the process of consideration of the dispute in court, before the court is removed to a separate (advisory) room for the adoption of a judicial act. The fact of participation in mediation cannot serve as evidence of admission of guilt. In cases stipulated by law, the authorized state body may, having postponed the proceedings, set a deadline for the mediation procedure. When conducting a mediation procedure, direct intervention by a state authority is prohibited. The specifics of the mediation procedure after the initiation of the proceedings in court is determined by procedural legislation. The mediation agreement reached by the parties during the mediation procedure during the trial, during the consideration of the dispute by the authorized state body, is immediately sent to the court or to the authorized state body. When a dispute is resolved by a mediation agreement in the mediation procedure, the paid state fee is refundable. The mediation procedure begins on the day the parties conclude an agreement on the mediation procedure. The agreement on the mediation procedure is drawn up in writing form. The agreement on the mediation procedure must contain the following information: about the parties, about the subject of the dispute, on the procedure of the mediation procedure, mediator, obligations agreed by the parties, terms and conditions for their implementation, the language, place and date of the mediation procedure, about the duration of the mediation procedure [7].

During the mediation procedure, the limitation period is suspended. For the mediation procedure, the parties, by mutual agreement, choose one or several mediators. Mediation procedure is established, as a rule, by an agreement on the mediation procedure. When conducting a mediation procedure, the mediator does not have the right to place any of the parties in an advantageous position, nor detract rights and legitimate interests of one of the parties.

The duration of the mediation procedure is determined by the agreement on the mediation procedure. At the same time, the mediator and the parties must take all possible measures to ensure that the mediation procedure is completed within a period of not more than thirty days. If necessary, by mutual agreement of the parties, the period of the mediation procedure may be extended up to thirty days.

**Figure. The process of mediation to resolving individual labor disputes in Uzbekistan.**

**3. The advantages and disadvantages of mediation in resolving labor disputes.**

When we talk about the advantages of mediation it should admit that mediation is as part of alternative dispute resolution instruments as well as it is a cost effective and efficient mechanism for resolving disputes. There are many positive sides of mediation in labor relation. They are followings:

- The procedure is speedy, efficient and economical.
- The procedure is simple and flexible. It can be modified to suit the demands of each case. Flexible
scheduling allows parties to carry on with their day to day activities.

The process facilitates better and effective communication between the parties which is crucial for a creative and meaningful negotiation. Mediation helps to maintain relationships between the parties.

Mediation is a fair process. The mediator is impartial, neutral and independent.

Mediation is also confidential in nature. It means that statements made during mediation cannot be disclosed in civil proceedings or elsewhere without the written consent of all parties.

Despite the aforementioned potential benefits of mediation, it is necessary to acknowledge that mediation also has drawbacks. The main disadvantages of mediation are the following:

Cases in which parties do not want to settle the case in mediation and prefer to go to courts. Parties may prefer to go to courts rather than settling a case in mediation in the following situations; where all parties’ interests are exclusive and they can only be satisfied by a complete victory.

Problems related to the voluntary nature of mediation. Parties may distrust the proposal of the other party to solve the conflict in a particular procedure.

Lack of power of mediation for imposing a final solution. Mediation is not an appropriate means for any or every kind of disputes, therefore, mediation cannot substitute courts completely.

4. Current situation of preparation labour mediators

The mediator can be both professional and non-professional. A "professional" may be a person who has completed the relevant training course and is included in the Register of professional mediators. Training is carried out on the basis of the approved training program for mediators. Its purpose is to teach the use of mediation, to give basic knowledge about the technology of negotiation, management of stressful situations and disagreements, to form practical skills in dispute resolution. The training courses are organized by the centre for advanced training of lawyers under the Ministry of Justice. They are conducted on a full-time basis, for a period of not less than 1 month, on the basis of the contract. Those wishing to undergo training should apply there with an application. The educational process is carried out in academic groups of 15 people, according to modular programs: “Mediation. Basic course” and “Features of mediation application”.

5. Concluding remarks.

All in all, mediation can be a proper means to improve access to justice if the system is designed according to the legal guarantees for fair mediation and attending to the conditions for effective mediation. In Uzbekistan legal system generally mediation in considered as new part of alternative dispute resolution instrument in labor disputes. That’s why, it is infancy and not popular. Most disputes in general and labour disputes in particular reach the courts.

What measures, in the opinion of the authors of the article appear to be the most necessary to promote the ideas of mediation in Uzbekistan?

Firstly, the government should give education programs helping employees, employers and unions change their minds of mediation. When they understand advantages of mediation, they will accept mediation for managing labor disputes.

Secondly, the government provide valuable supports for many mediation initiatives such as subsidies mediation programs and projects for development of private mediation.

Thirdly, it is necessary to introduce compulsory study of the basics of mediation in Tashkent State University of Law, and the corresponding disciplines should be taught starting from the second course. Special programs consist of foundation course in which mediator is taught in an interdisciplinary context drawing from legal, communication and psychological theories.
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